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About This Software

Have you ever imagined how it would be to explore the great wonders of the old world?
Travel in time to the ancient world, discover colossal wonders and be amazed by these man made structure lost in the past.

Explore the Seven Wonders

hanging Gardens Of Babylon

Statue Of Zeus

Mausoleum At Halicarnassus

The Great Pyramid Of Giza

Colossus Of Rhodes

Temple Of Artemis

Lighthouse Of alexandria
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Each wonder has a session time of approximately 3 minutes of experience.

Disclaimer: 7VR Wonders is an immersive VR experience and not a game. It was developed so that users could explore and
view the wonders in high fidelity graphics.
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Title: 7VR Wonders
Genre: Education
Developer:
VRMonkey
Publisher:
VRMonkey
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-6400 / i5-4590 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA: GTX 1060 / GTX 970 / GTX TITAN or greater | AMD: RX 480 / R9 390 / R9 290 or greater.

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: This application requires an VR headset, One USB 2.0 or faster port, HDMI 1.4, DisplayPort 1.2, or better

English
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7vr wonders

A solid twin-stick shooter set in a mech\/steampunk world. You can upgrade your vehicle's weapons and armor, and even get a
cool pet to follow you on your dangerous exploits.. The Enchanted Cave 2 is a lovingly crafted rogue-like game with more loot
than you can shake a stick at, rpg elements, crafting, and a skill tree. In short, everything you need to while away countless
glorious hours of really fun gameplay.

I love it; and cannot recommended it enough!

. So far the game seems pretty good. The claims about the sim being too slow don't seem that valid. The Online Leagues require
an FTP server so if you just want that feature be aware of that. Also the AI is bad at trades but I think it's just part of the fun..
Looks like a good online 2d space shooting game. Only the controlls are kind of weird.
Some people seem to play it, but far from well populated.
Multiplayer only.. Need some work but its brand new and has good potential. But definately give it a little while. Big fan of the
SteamWorld games, but I hit a snag in this one. I found what appears to be a really frustrating design choice for anyone coming
from similar games such as Slay the Spire, etc - specifically, you can find yourself in a situation where you are down to one
character (other's are dead) and you simply cannot do anything. You don't have enough steam to use whatever cards are
available to your character (if any), and attempts to re-draw other (dead) characters' cards in your hand over the course of 4-5
turns only results in drawing more of the dead characters' cards.

When you are 1 of 3 characters (Galleo in my case) and the only one alive, 16 out of the 24 cards in the deck (those belonging to
the dead characters) are unusable to you. That does not include cards that your character CAN use, but doesn't have enough
steam points to use (in my case, Galleo's deck - 2x mend (2 steam each), 1x wrecking ball (3 steam), 1x gigaton punch (4
steam)). In other words, every card that requires no steam to use was still in my deck - 2x steam punch, 2x shields up. So that's
20 out of 24 cards in the deck that are unusable.

I literally sat there in a boss fight with the boss at ~30% hp, myself at ~90% as the last char alive, re-drawing 2 dead characters'
cards per turn, looking for anything to use. I went turn after turn without being able to do anything at all except for once drawing
a single steam punch (gave me 1 steam, not enough to use any cards of mine requiring steam as the lowest required 2), until I
died. I stopped playing then and there (alt+f4 out of frustration), and was about to initiate a refund request.

Instead of immediately refunding, I'll see what happens with this before I play again and cross the 2 hour mark.

My suggestion: Either remove dead character's cards from the deck so that it's not constantly full of unusable cards, or perhaps
consider a one-time full-hand discard\/redraw, instead of only being able to redraw 2 individual cards per turn.

Will change to recommend if this is addressed.. it was really good i want to see more. i would call this game a short escape room
with great story. can not get the game to start when i try to take brake off it just goes back please advice.. Too many bugs!.
MMMMMM my friend killed me by breaking a bridge
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Literally the same game with nothing changed amazingly shameless Rebellion.. Like others reviewing this game, I really wish
there was an option between thumbs up and thumbs down for The Low Road. The visual aesthetic is top notch and the
characters are engaging, but I found the gameplay and humor to be very uneven. I definitely enjoyed the game, but there were
many moments where I felt like it had missed potential.

On gameplay: The opening puzzle of the game, the phone call, is by far the standout, because it's a puzzle that actually asks you
to sift through information you've been provided and use your brain. Most of the remaining puzzles are just ordinary adventure
game item puzzles (although the logic behind all of them is blissfully clear, so kudos for that) and click-and-drag challenges.
This is hardly a mortal sin -- in fact, as far as these types of puzzles go, they're pretty good! -- but if you think the phone call
puzzle is great, it's just never going to get better than that.

On humor: This game bills itself as a "dark spy comedy," and it just... doesn't stick that landing for me. This is in part because
the game is more generically goofy than darkly comic, and in part because the game doesn't commit to that goofiness. It's not
always clear if or when I'm supposed to be laughing. Turn stands out in this regard: Is he a character you're supposed to care
about or laugh at? The answer, of course, is that you're probably supposed to do both, but when the reason you're supposed to
care about him is the SAME reason you're supposed to laugh at him, it can be hard to do either.

Again: I enjoyed The Low Road. It's not a bad game, just an imperfect one that doesn't quite live up to its strong first
impression -- which makes it a fine game to play, but an odd game to review.. Bizarre shift for the series. Realistic feeling
missions were replaced by one-man army killathons. The stoic spec ops soldiers you played as previously were replaced by
action hero characters with cliche personalities and cheesy dialogue. Realistic weapons were cluttered with many oddball
designs that just look cool, with the titular Land Warrior concept billed as the obvious weapon of the future (it wasn't.) Combat
was tweaked to be more like an action game than a tactical shooter. The new engine was supposed to be a giant leap forward in
3D gaming, but didn't run properly on most computers, and the game is still super buggy.. An absolute trip of a game. You'd
think this is just some silly joke game weighly heavily on internet memes and... a e s t h e t i c s... But while it's absolutely
internet memes and vaporwave aesthetics through and through, it actually does some very cool things and turns what could've
been a low-effort joke like a lot of other vaporwave-inspired games on Steam into an hours-long romp through several visually
diverse, sprawling worlds with quirky NPCs, neat little puzzles, clever references from your glassware shop called Blaze Runner
to real obscure stuff like Air Control's, "Do you know what does it mean?" to a handful of nods to Vinesauce streams in random
generic NPC dialogue.

It's a love/hate letter to the internet, wrapped in vibrant, visually overloading flair that you either are endeared to or find
headache-inducing. For my part I really like what the game does graphically, I like crazy 80s popart, neon aesthetic, cyberpunk,
the works, and that's what's on display here. Each world is thematically cohesive as a mix of Vaporwave album covers;
environments designed by tearing up Windows 98 software interfaces and turning them into walls, stairs, bridges, you name it,
classical sculptures and ancient ruins loom next to tropical paradises dotted with palm trees. It's weird and I like it!

World design on the whole works well and maintains a sense of exploration and progression, unlocking new tools and upgrades
to unveil new places or remove previously encountered roadblocks is satisfying, and the different sections of each map feel
distinct enough so that I never felt I was lost except maybe in GeoCity where the streets can blend together until you've been
through them a few times.

For music, you should know what you're getting into. The game opens to muffled, stretched out and reverberating sounds of dial-
up, and proceeds into all sorts of fun electronic, lo-fi, vaporwave, chillwave, whatever you want to call it, it's nice music to relax
to and explore some psychadelic, Windows 98 era worlds. For my part there's enough enjoyable listening that I'd probably grab
an OST if it became available at any point, or search it up on Youtube at the least. The mall in the first area got particularly
stuck in my head.

In the end, there's a surprising amount of substance here, more than I even anticipated a concept like this would provide, and it's
some high quality work for what it's doing. I was pleasantly surprised at how much further the game went after leaving the first
area, and making it to the final area takes a good eye and lots of curiosity, leaving no stone unturned. It felt earned to hit the end
credits, and the game delivered some appropriately fascinating final act-type stuff that I didn't anticipate seeing from a game
that you'd expect to be acting as complementary interactive experience for a high person.

The less said about the closing minutes of the game, the better, not proclaiming the game's gonna blow your mind with story, but
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it did its job as an audio/visual journey commendably and ends on a high note. As a vaporwave-loving nerd, I was smitten the
whole way through.. I don't know wtf is going on in this game or how much relevence the music is. Looks pretty though.. Game
bugged after 8 hours of playtime because of Window font size and couldn't fix it. Therefore I don't recommend this game.. Holy
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, this is good. From the cathatic, absurd weapons to the insanely varied enemies and levels, it's
undiluted Old-School FPS goodness; the sort of thing that reminds me why I love this genre so much. The color palette's a little
too brown and gray, the plot is completely disposable, some of the level or boss gimmicks are a bit much, and there could stand
to be a couple more weapons, but other than that this is damn near perfect. Highly recommended.. Laggy...
Glitch-full....
Incomplete....
Crappy AF. 0/10
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